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“If researchers conclude that the only valuable records are those that
are online—they will be missing major parts of the story of history.
And in some cases they will miss the story altogether.”
James J. Hastings, Director of Access Programs, National Archives
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Studies
Papers of the Agricultural Workers
Organizing Committee, 1959-1966

opportunity for research libraries to acquire a
valuable and accessible array of primary source
materials on some of the most important issues
that affected the United States during the first half
of this century.

Agricultural Workers Organizing Committee
(AWOC) was chartered by the American
Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial
Organizations (AFL-CIO) to organize farm
workers in California. During its seven-year
existence, AWOC called many strikes against
growers and farm labor contractors and achieved
some success in raising wages of farm laborers.
Their records reflect these activities until their
merger with the National Farm Workers
Association to form the United Farm Workers
Organizing Committee, AFL-CIO in 1966.

D3306.

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
Archives, 1950–1990
Filmed from Princeton University and the ACLU

Series 2, Project Files
The Project Files of the ACLU document the
organization’s involvement in two of the 20th
century’s most important issues: the Vietnam War
and the Civil Rights movement. The Files are
divided into two sections, The Amnesty Project
and the Lawyers Constitutional Defense
Committee. These records are a rich source for the
study of the Vietnam era, the Civil Rights
movement, the peace movement, and American
legal and political history.

Subjects covered by these records include:
•

Agricultural laborers--Laws and legislation

•

Alien labor--Government policy

•

Boycotts

•

Bracero Program (Public Law 78)

•

Collective bargaining – Agricultural -California

•

Filipino Americans

•

Mexican Americans

•

Migrant agricultural laborers

•

Strikes and lockouts -- Agricultural laborers -California

•

Strikes and lockouts -- vineyard laborersCalifornia -- Delano

•

Trade unions--Organizing

248502.

293 reels.

S3521P1-P2.

42 reels.

Series 3, Subject Files
The ACLU Archives, 1950–1990 is an excellent
resource for those studying civil rights, legal
history, radical history, postwar American history,
African-American history, women’s history,
political history and the Cold War. The records in
the first series are divided into broad categories:
Freedom of Belief; Expression and Association;
Due Process of Law; Equality Before the Law;
International Civil Liberties; and Miscellaneous.

23 reels.

S3521P1-P3.

American Civil Liberties Union
Archives (ACLU), 1912–1946

358 reels.

Series 4, Legal Case Files Filmed from
Princeton University Libraries and the ACLU

Filmed from Princeton University, the New York Public
Library and the ACLU

This series consists of legal case files that cover a
wide range of civil liberties issues. It contains
briefs and other pleadings, correspondence,
memoranda and notes. Included are more than
5,500 folders representing approximately 3,000
individual cases, many of which went before the
U.S. Supreme Court.

Throughout its history, the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) has consistently stood at
the center of controversies involving the rights of
Americans. Its records offer researchers a unique
view of the inner workings of the ACLU and the
hundreds of groups with which the ACLU
interacted. Covering the years from before the
ACLU’s official founding in 1920 through the end
of World War II, this publication presents a rare
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The series is arranged alphabetically by case or
individual name. Files may appear listed under
either the plaintiff ’s or the defendant’s names.
Some cases are filed under subject headings, such
as “Gay Rights Task Force” or “Airport Searches.”
S3521P4.

and Chicana studies programs will be interested in
the papers that shed light on the career of central
UFWA leader, Dolores Huerta. Primary sources
related to UFWA's use of theater, song, pilgrimage,
and prayer will be of interest to cultural studies
and Chicano studies. Finally, a review of recent
scholarly publication makes it clear that the story
of the United Farm Workers of America continues
to fascinate social movement theorists. Thus,
students in political science and sociology
departments will find this collection particularly
valuable.

618 reels.

Collections of the United Farm
Workers of America
Series 1: Office Files of the President, 19511971
Cesar Chávez and the fight to organize the fields

248500. Part 1: 1951-1971.

46 reels.

In 1965, the mostly Filipino farm workers
represented by the Agricultural Workers
Organizing Committee struck the Delano,
California grape growers for a pay raise to $1.40 an
hour. They appealed for support to the National
Farm Workers Association, the union of mostly
Mexican and Mexican American farm workers
being organized by Cesar Chávez. The result was
a five-year battle that introduced the entire nation
to the plight of agricultural workers by means of
the grape boycott, the TV documentary The Harvest
of Shame, well-publicized marches, and attention to
the religious fasts undertaken by Chávez. This
historic strike led to the merger of AWOC and the
NFWA and to the formation of the United Farm
Workers of America, the best known and, for a
time, the most successful union of its kind.

249792. Part 2: 1965-1992.

64 reels.

252250. Part 3: 1947-1990.

67 reels.

Series 2: Office Files of the President, 19511971
The Work Department records, which are
especially rich in correspondence and internal
organizing reports from around the country, are
essential to any study of the United Farm Workers
union. Included are papers that span the years
1969-1975, a period in which the United Farm
Workers Organizing Committee (UFWOC) grew
into a union recognized as such by the AFL-CIO.
Highlights of those critical years include the
historic July 1970 agreement with the grape
industry; the Salinas and San Marias Valleys'
vegetable strike, said to be the largest farm labor
strike in California history; the national lettuce
boycott, and the famous 1973 grape strike.
Teamster and police violence during that strike
resulted in 44 shootings, 400 beatings, and 3000
arrests, as well as the deaths of strikers Nagi
Daifullah and Juan De La Cruz. The grape victory
and the new confidence in the vegetable fields
prompted farm workers from around the country
to begin to ask for UFW help organizing
agriculture. Determination to decide union
representation by farm worker votes, rather than
leadership deals, led the UFW, in 1975, to fight
and win the California legislature's approval of the
groundbreaking Agricultural Labor Relations Act
(ALA).

These publications will be of interest to scholars
working in a broad range of disciplines and areas
of study. The Filipino farmworker struggle for
dignity will be of interest to departments that
focus on Asian American studies. The impact of
merger of Filipino and Mexican unions will
interest scholars working in Ethnic Studies,
particularly those now looking at the interaction of
various racialized groupings in the United States
with each other. Those working in immigration
and border studies will be able to trace the
development of the UFWA's positions on
undocumented workers, guest worker programs,
border security, and collaboration with Mexican
unions. Students of labor history, agricultural
history, and history of the US west will naturally
find much to explore in these papers.

252251.

The crucial role of the Migrant Ministries and the
liberal Catholic Church hierarchy in the movement
will be of use to Departments of Religion. Gender

17 reels.

Series 3: Papers of the United Farm Workers
Administration Department
255198.
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Conspiracy Trials in America, 1919–
1953
Nowhere is the nation’s fear of communism
during the first half of this century better
demonstrated than in the conspiracy trials held
here between 1919 and 1953. This collection
includes the court records for 23 of the most
significant U.S. conspiracy trials, which can be
purchased as a set or individually

to enforce the law,” the Posse Comitatus hated
Jews, African-Americans and government officials
above the rank of sheriff. Holding the federal
government in contempt as illegitimate, and
recognizing lawful authority only on the county
level, the Posse also advocated tax rebellion.
Covering the period 1973–1977 and 1980–1996,
this collection contains hate literature, details of a
bombing and notes from several income tax
evasion trials.

D3258.

S3532.

80 reels.

2 reels.

Crime, Criminology and Civil Liberties

FBI File on Sacco/Vanzetti

The Howard League for Penal Reform is worldfamous for its influence on both philosophical
thought and policy towards crime. It was formed
in 1921 by the amalgamation of the Howard
Association (founded 1866) and the Penal Reform
League (founded 1907). It has to its credit a
considerable roll call of reforms it has helped to
achieve.

This file details the FBI’s investigation of
anarchists Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti,
who in 1920 were convicted and executed for the
murder of a shoe company employee and his
guard. The bulk of the material in this collection is
dated 1921, during the murder trial, and includes
information pertaining to the murder charges and
trial itself — letters, reports, newspaper clippings
and other related material.

H-586.000.

4 reels.
S3469.

Discontent and Authority, 1820–1840

FBI File: Waco/Branch Davidian
Compound (Negotiation Transcripts)

From PRO Class HO 64, Boxes 1–19: Rewards,
Pardons and Secret Service

The
Waco/Branch
Davidian
Compound
Negotiation Transcripts will be of great interest to
political scientists, legal scholars and historians
studying 20th-century alternative religious
movements and their relationships with the federal
government. In addition, this file provides of
wealth of information for criminal justice
researchers, providing a real-life case study of the
do’s and don’ts of negotiations.

This collection contains an abundance of
important material relating to the offer of pardons
and rewards in exchange for information leading
to the arrest of criminals and troublemakers. The
material provides illuminating insights into the
reactions of the governing elite towards urban and
working-class discontent and into the methods
employed to stamp out any hint of sedition.
H-368.000.

17 reels.

S3536.

English State Trials, 1163–1858

18 reels.

FBI File on Watergate

A classic series covering seven centuries of
significant English trials. Edited by William
Cobbett, T.B. Howell, T.J. Howell, John
MacDonnell and John E.P. Wallis
S1847.

2 reels.

The FBI File on Watergate, more than 14,000
pages long, is both an important resource for
students of American political history and a study
in investigative technique. It includes all the FBI’s
investigative reports and evidence, plus data that
was gathered on the campaign activities of the
1972 presidential candidates.

14 reels.

FBI File on the Posse Comitatus
A group of right-wing extremists, the Posse
Comitatus was formed in Oregon in the early
1970s. Established as a group of citizens
“voluntarily acting in the name of the local sheriff

S1762.
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From the Reformation to the Puritan
Revolution

Mauthausen documents are well represented and
include: 33 lists of Mauthausen victims arranged by
nationality and compiled by the U.S. 3rd Army
from death certificates, notifications of next of kin,
death books, and hospital records found at the
camp at the time of liberation;
and trial
transcripts— U.S. v. Friedrich Kurbel, et al.,
regarding sub-camp Gros-Raming; U.S. v.
Wlasislaus Dopierala, regarding sub-camp Gusen I;
and U.S. v. Heinrich Schmitz, et al., regarding subcamp Ebensee (also includes information on the
Fingerleiden detail at Ebensee and the Melk
transport from Gross- Rosen and Wolfsberg, subcamps Brettstein, Wiener-Neustadt, and the SS
special sub-camp Hintzen.

Papers of the York Court of High Commission,
c.1562–1641 from the Borthwick Institute of
Historical Research, University of York All of the
surviving papers are filmed, including the Act
Books for 1562–1603, 1607–1634 and 1638–1641
and the accompanying Cause Papers.
H-291.050.

14 reels.

The Holocaust and Records of
Concentration Camp Trials
RG153: Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate
General (Army), War Crimes Branch, Entry 149:
Records of Concentration Camp Trials, National Archives,
College Park, MD

245486

28 reels.

Incunabula: The Printing Revolution
in Europe, 1455-1500

These records provide a unique legal perspective
on war crimes perpetrated in Nazi Concentration
Camps. Rumors of horrors about concentration
camps leaked out from Germany before the end of
the war. Few people believed the stories at the
time, but then came the ghastly facts of Nazi
brutality, revealed by Allied liberating forces.
Battle-hardened veterans, inured to the sight and
smell of death, were sickened by what they saw.
Staggering out to meet them were walking
skeletons; their bodies stripped of flesh and their
minds rippled by disease and starvation. General
Dwight D. Eisenhower recorded that he had
“never at any other time experienced an equal
sense of shock.” He urged Washington and
London to send observers to see the indisputable
evidence.

An unprecedented research tool for classical and
Renaissance historians, linguists, scholars of
illustration and typography and researchers in the
history of medicine, philosophy, law and many
other fields, this microfiche collection assembles-in thematic units--full-text editions of incunabula
from libraries around the world. Scholars are able
to study texts, printing and early book production
of these often very rare examples of the first stages
of European printing. Some editions that survive
in only one or two copies can now be read in this
collection. The thematic units are selected by
leading experts in the field.

This collection provides unique, and never
published, documents on the investigation and
prosecution of war crimes committed by Nazi
concentration camp commandants and camp
personnel.

H-725.034. Unit 34: Law Part 1.

387 fiche.

H-725.035. Unit 35: Law Part 2.

397 fiche.

H-725.036. Unit 36: Law Part 3.

351 fiche.

H-725.037.Unit 37 Law Part 4.

349 fiche.

H-725.038.Unit 38 Law Part 5.

355 fiche.

H-725.039.Unit 39 Law Part 6.

443 fiche.

J. Edgar Hoover and Radicalism in
Hollywood, Series 1: Communist
Infiltration of the Movie Industry

Documents include: correspondence; trial records
and transcripts; investigatory material, such as
interrogation reports and trial exhibits; clemency
petitions and reviews; photographs of atrocities;
newspaper clippings; and pamphlets. Documents
on several concentration (and later extermination)
camps and sub-camps are represented in this new
collection, including Mauthausen, Dachau, BelsenBergen, Buchenwald, Treblinka, Sobibor, etc.

J. Edgar Hoover’s familiarity with the movie
industry as well as his long-standing, almost
indiscriminate, distrust of anyone holding Leftist
political views led him in August 1942 to request
the Los Angeles office of the bureau to report on
“Communist Infiltration of the Motion Picture
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Industry.” This publication includes reporting
from informers, including president of the Screen
Actors’ Guild Ronald Reagan; files naming
hundreds of influential writers, actors, directors,
producers, union leaders, and studio executives;
FBI “reviews” of main stream films it believed
communist writers, directors, and actors
successfully inserted communist propaganda into.
In addition, the FBI investigations chronicle the
working of major studios such as Paramount,
RKO, and Warner Brothers, and the power
struggles between the studios and studio
management and labor unions. Files also
document FBI support of anti-Communist
organizations.
244355. Series 1. Communist Infiltration of
the Movie Industry.

Complete Collection: 38 reels.

Legal Status of Women, 1800–1900
Selected from the Nineteenth-Century Legal Treatises
Collection
This collection provides insight on how the
development and continual transformation of law
during the 19th century impacted on women.
Including case books, local practice manuals,
books on legal form, works for lay readers as well
as pamphlets, letters, speeches, and standard trade
publications, the collection encompasses a vast
range of practical and some rare American and
British 19th-century literature from the world’s
foremost libraries, including the Harvard Law
School Library.

14reels.

Justice and Authority in England,
c.1540–c.1800

1671.

National Farm Workers Association,
1960-1967

The Cheshire Quarter Sessions is one of the finest
sets available for the Elizabethan and Early Stuart
period, and includes much valuable information on
the 18th century. The first part of this series
includes the written ledgers and order books for
the Cheshire Sessions. These list all orders and
recognizances, indictments and presentments. The
second and third parts cover the more detailed and
analytic Quarter Sessions Files.

Founded by Cesar Chavez and a precursor to the
United Farm Workers organization, the NFWA
was formed to focus on the problems of Spanish
speaking migrant workers. Their records cover the
formative years of the association, marked by
membership drives, grape and lettuce strikes and
boycotts. Much of the material is in Spanish.
Subjects covered by these records include:
AFL-CIO
AWOC
California Migrant Ministry
DiGiorgio Company
Foreign Contract Labor
Immigration
MAPA
Mexican-American Organizations
NLRB
OEO
Pilgrimage to Sacramento
Schenley Company
Strikes
Teamsters
Union Agreements
US Senate Migratory Labor Committee

Series 1: Cheshire
H-312.000. Part 1: Quarter Sessions Books
and Ledgers (Recognizances, Orders,
Indictments and Presentments).

18 reels.

H-313.000. Part 2: Quarter Sessions Files,
Section A: Michaelmas 1571 to Easter 1603.

23 reels.

H-314.000. Part 3: Quarter Sessions Files, Section B:
Trinity 1603 to Michaelmas 1616.
20 reels.
Complete Collection: 61 reels.

Law, Crime and Society in Hanoverian
England: The Old Bailey Proceedings,
1714–1820
Recent scholarship has underlined the crucial
importance of law to the structure of 18th-century
English society where the machinery of justice
defined and reinforced economic, social and
political distinctions.
H-324.000. Part 1: 1714-1793.

19 reels.

H-325.000. Part 2: 1793-1834.

19 reels.

152 fiche.
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10 reels.

family planning including topics such as women's health
issues; sex education; international population planning and
policy; and the legal, political and social aspects of
contraception and abortion.

Enemy Aliens. Terrorism. Patriot Act and civil
liberties. “Accusations that the Patriot Act
infringes on the rights of Americans and aliens
alike…” “Without surveillance of aliens—national
security could be compromised.” “FBI surveillance
in wartime…” These issues have been prominent
in the news media for several years, but the history
of the twin issues of national security and
surveillance of aliens is not new. Since the
founding of the nation, these issues have been in
the forefront of political debate. From the Alien
and Sedition Acts in 1798, to the Enemy Aliens
Act of 1917, the Federal government has
maintained surveillance of those opposed to the
American way of life. This collection provides
insights into the recent history of the surveillance
of aliens and national security during World War
II.

“Every baby wanted and loved” (heading from
August 25, 1941 exhibit on Planned Parenthood)

248501.

National Security and the FBI
Surveillance of Enemy Aliens

244357.

The Planned Parenthood Federation of America
(PPFA) has played an important historical role in
making safe, effective family planning available to
women and men across the country and the globe.
With source materials collected here, researchers
can explore the work of the PPFA and its
predecessor
organizations,
national
and
international, in the areas of advocacy, medical
research, legislative reform, public relations, as well
as the work of individual administrators, staff, and
affiliated organizations.
From family limitation to family planning –
Researchers can track the history of the Planned
Parenthood Federation of America as it moved
from the largest birth control organization in the
country to an organization that became committed
to providing a broad range of programs related to
reproductive health in both the national and global
population.

32 reels.

Plymouth Court Records, 1686–1859
Formerly out of print, Plymouth Court Records
includes a detailed summary of every case entered
at the inferior court level, with related superior and
supreme court files for cases pursued beyond the
local level.
S3303.

Part 1: Planned Parenthood Federation of
America, 1942-1962
Part 1 contains PPFA materials from 1916-1966
regarding
Annual
Meetings,
Committees,
Conferences, General Administration, Law and
legislation arranged by state and Congressional
Session, Literature, Mailings, Policies and
programs arranged by subject including
international work arranged by country and state
work arranged by state.

5 reels.

Publications of the Permanent Court
of International Justice
This collection documents the development of the
Permanent Court, proposed in 1920 and
established in 1922, in response to problems seen
in the processes of The Hague Court of
Arbitration. English and French versions of each
publication appear in this collection.
1760.

248505.

29 reels.

Part 2: Correspondence and Subject Files,
1920-1974
Correspondence
(1922-1974)
from
U.S.
Government and individual arranged alphabetically
as well as subject files (1920-1959) arranged
alphabetically by subject including state
contraception laws under Greenbaum, Wolff and
Ernst, arranged by state.

36 reels in 6 series.

Planned Parenthood Federation of
America Records, 1918-1974
From the holdings of the Sophia Smith Collection at Smith
College in Northampton, MA

249554.

This new microfilm series is a significant source of
information on all aspects of the history of birth control and
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Part 3: Related Birth Control Organizations,
1918-1969

records of March 1628–1629, the collection
contains all of the legislation enacted by the
Massachusetts Bay Colony as well as the litigation
that passed through its courts, constituting the first
comprehensive body of law to be developed in
North America. Covering the years 1628–1839,
Sources of Massachusetts Legal History presents those
laws that established precedents for all of the New
England colonies as well as many of the western
states and territories.
Its wealth of original documents and vital source
material make this collection a valuable addition to
law, business and academic libraries.

The American Birth Control League materials date
from 1918-1942 and are organized into Annual
Meetings, Conferences, General Administration,
Literature. The Birth Control Federation of
America (1937-1944), 1939-1942 Annual Meetings,
Conferences, General Administration, Literature.
Planned Parenthood- World Population, 1961(1961-1969) literature, newsletters, reports,
reprints, miscellaneous. And other related
organizations (1924-1964) Birth Control Clinical
Research Bureau, National Committee on Federal
Legislation for Birth Control, National Committee
on Maternal Health, National Committee for
Planned Parenthood, International Planned
Parenthood Federation.
249555.

1855.

Twentieth Century American Politics
and Diplomacy

15 reels.

Series 3: Papers of Alger Hiss

Part 1: Alger Hiss Defense Files From the
Hiss Defense Files collection at Harvard Law
School.

The Scopes Case
This collection records one of the most famous
cases of the 20th century, which pitted Clarence
Darrow against the fundamentalist William
Jennings Bryant.
D3260.

The Alger Hiss Defense Files features
correspondence, notes, reports, interviews,
memos, and investigative work that went into the
Hiss defense team’s preparation and strategy, all of
which provide a much fuller picture of the case
than is available anywhere else. Included are
personal and name files that relate to Hiss, his
family, friends, work associates, and accusers,
supporters and witnesses, as well as members of
his legal defense.

1 reel.

Spiro T. Agnew Case: The
Investigative and Legal Documents
Spiro T. Agnew, vice president under Richard
Nixon, was expected to be his party’s next
candidate for president, even when details of the
Watergate break-in began to hurt others in the
administration. But in August 1973, Agnew
learned that he was being investigated for assorted
violations. He decided by October to resign from
office and plead nolo contendere to the charge of
tax evasion. All the investigative papers related to
his case (including FBI and IRS documents) and
trial records are included here.
D3259.

37 reels.

20020.310.

73 reels.

Part 2: Alger Hiss Papers From The
Tamiment Library Collections, New York
University
This collection is a compilation of material
selected from four archival collections: the Hiss
Family Papers, the John Lowenthal Papers, the
Agnese Nelms Haury Papers and the William A.
Reuben Papers. Each series reproduced has been
filmed in its entirety and consists of incoming and
outgoing correspondence of Alger Hiss and
members of the Hiss family, interview transcripts,
legal documents, and memorabilia, as well as nonHiss correspondence and research material which
sheds light on Hiss’s life and later efforts to reopen
and re-examine the Hiss Case. The individual

3 reels.

Sources of Massachusetts Legal
History, 1628–1839
This comprehensive collection is a rich resource
for research into legal, social, economic, military
and political history. Sixteen key titles provide
information from this period from sources
otherwise difficult to obtain. Beginning with the
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U.S. Navy Case Files of Pacific Area
War Crimes, 1944–1949

collections that comprise the Alger Hiss Papers at
the Tamiment Library complement Harvard Law
Library’s Alger Hiss Defense Collection.
20020.320.

This collection details U.S. Navy trials of members
of the Japanese military accused of war crimes in
the Pacific theater during World War II. It covers
crimes against U.S. military personnel and Pacific
islanders. Atrocities described in the trials include
medical experiments, execution of American
pilots, POW camp conditions, cannibalism and
torture. These very detailed files include trial
transcripts with lists of the names of individuals
involved in the case, including witnesses,
prosecutors from the Judge Advocate General’s
(JAG) office and doctors who performed
autopsies.

30 reels.

Trial at Bar of Sir Roger C.D.
Tichborne
S1871.

3 reels.

Trial and Execution of Sacco and
Vanzetti
Documents relating to the famous 1921 murder
trial and subsequent appeals of two Anarchist
immigrants are reproduced in this collection.
Included are the transcript of the 1921 trial; the
judge’s 1926 decision regarding another man’s
confession to the crime; letters and other private
documents written by the prisoners; and
contemporary magazine articles about this case.
S1911.P5.

S3589.

Sir William Blackstone and the
Foundation of English Law
The unrivaled legal classic of 19th-century
England, Sir William Blackstone’s Commentaries
on the Laws of England was both a literary
masterpiece and a premier effort to reduce English
common law to a coherent, unified and rational
system. The great law book, published in four
volumes between 1765 and 1769, was based on a
course of lectures Blackstone gave at Oxford
University.

16 fiche.

United Farm Workers Organizing
Committee
Forged out of unity between Filipino-American
and Mexican-American farm workers in the great
1965-1970 strike against the grape growers in
Delano, California, the UFWOC won the public to
the cause of agricultural labor through a nationwide consumer boycott of table grapes and
exposure of pesticide use. The United Farm
Workers Organizing Committee was chartered in
1966 by the AFL-CIO in the afterglow of the
historic farm worker "Pilgrimage to Sacramento"
led by Cesar Chavez. Other principals include
Dolores Huerta and Larry Itliong. Press releases
and correspondence document UFWOC's
relationships with Eugene McCarthy and Robert F.
Kennedy, as well as with the Mexican American
Political Association and California Rural Legal
Assistance. These papers are a critical part of the
story of the formation of the United Farm
Workers of America, the most successful
organization of agricultural labor in the U.S. to
date.
249792.

20 reels.

H-325.015.

5 reels.

Women and Law
The materials included here were collected by the
Women’s History Research Center (WHRC) when
many policies regarding women were first being
challenged in court. The collection includes
position papers, pamphlets and articles from a
range of periodicals. It is divided into six sections:
Law/General, Politics, Employment, Education,
Special Microfilms: Rape/Prison/Prostitution, and
Black and Third World Women. The files provide
information on such topics as sex discrimination,
legal centers and collectives, legislative proposals
and their outcomes, divorce, professional women,
radical feminists, paid housework and sex bias in
public school textbooks.
D3279.

7 reels.
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Legal Studies Collections from the
Library of Congress
Proceedings of the International
Military Tribunal for the Far East
These documents constitute the transcript of the
so-called Japanese (or Tokyo) War Crimes Trials
of twenty-eight high-ranking Japanese officials,
extending from April 29, 1946 to April 16, 1948. A
separate volume is included for each day of the
trial, the whole constituting about 50,000
mimeographed pages. The majority opinion is also
included in these proceedings.
L9400092 Shelf No. 10609. In English.

36 reels.

Indian Rights Association:
Publications, 1882-1932.
Consists of publications since the first years of the
IRA’s founding in 1882 for the welfare, legal, and
human rights of American Indians. The collection
includes the first editions of its constitution and
bylaws; objectives of the organization; the first
annual report of its executive committee;
statements by individual Indians; information on
legislation affecting Indians; addresses and appeals
to the public; pamphlets and brief monographs on
Indian issues; and first-hand accounts of
conditions in Indian communities.
Shelf No. Microfilm 8124 (1st Series) and Microfilm
7 reels.
04190 (2nd Series).

See also Business and Economics
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